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Collins Writing Program
Cornell Note Taking System
Eagle and Wolf Reading Guide
Numeracy – SIM strategy

MOVING LITERACY FORWARD
Teach the
literacy
demands of
the
curriculum

Focus on
literacy
within the
curriculum

Understand
quality
literacy
teaching

Monitor
students’
literacy
progress
regularly

 Teaching literacy is the
responsibility of all teachers
of all learning areas, not just
English teachers.

Provide
regular
feedback

Every student
succeeding:
Improve student
academic
achievement

Build a whole
school
approach to
improving
literacy

The Collins Writing
Program
Cornell Note Taking
System
The Eagle and Wolf
Reading Guide

 Literacy is not a learning area/subject in its own right but is fundamental to all
learning areas/subjects.
 Literacy is a general capability included in learning across the curriculum content in
the Australian Curriculum.

WHY IS READING AND WRITING
IMPORTANT?
Being able to communicate, read and write, is a priority and the
ultimate investment we can make for our future. Just being able to read
is not enough, you need to be able to use written information to function
in a modern society
At Benowa SHS, we believe that reading and writing is an essential
skill that flows across all curriculum areas therefore all teachers need to
have the confidence to be able to ‘teach’ reading and writing and the
skills associated with it. Since 2016 our school has implemented the
‘Eagle and Wolf Reading Guide’ and the ‘Collins Writing Program’, in
2019 the school introduced the ‘Cornell Note Taking System’

EAGLE & WOLF

EAGLE & WOLF
Created to improve student performance on comprehension of more difficult texts and
on higher-order inferential questions (QCAA, 2015)
Provides a visual reference to help students understand why a particular approach is
being used at a particular point.
 eagle, with its keen eyesight, can see small prey on the ground but also the big picture
 wolf with a keen sense of smell doggedly follows the scent of its prey. It can travel by night and locate
hidden things. It can recall past hunting experiences and good places to find prey, and can even draw
on the resources of other wolves in the pack.

This Eagle and Wolf approach of looking for prey in the ‘terrain’ of the text helps
students avoid a superficial reading of the text so they can arrive at a whole-of-text
meaning

WHAT CAN I DO AT HOME?
Encourage your child to read for pleasure and learning.
Fiction Books
Magazines
Comics
Newspapers
Recipe Books

Play Script
Sports Program
Travel Brochures
Catalogues
Manuals

Aim to have up to 30 minutes of reading. This is the goal by the end of Year 7.

EAGLE
EAGLEQUESTIONS
QUESTIONS
PREPARE
 Based on the title what do you think the story is going to be about?
 What type of text do you think it will be? Fiction or non-fiction.
HYPOTHESISING
 How do the graphics provide you clues as to the topic of this narrative?
VISUALISING
 What images would you use if you were to make a film of this story?
SUMMARISING
 Using one or two sentences, describe the subject matter.

WOLF
QUESTIONS
WOLF QUESTIONS
Analysing textual features and figures of speech
What words are used to communicate the actions of Yowgurra, Kowonda and Boogaban?
How do these word choices influence readers to see the story and animals in a particular way?
Analysing the tone
How would you describe the tone of this text? (Tone refers to the general feelings it gives readers, the
mood or atmosphere)
Comparing or contrasting
In what ways are Kowonda and Yowgurra similar?
In what ways are Kowonda and Yowgurra different?
Making connections

The word ‘ecosystem’ means a large community of living organisms (plants, animals) and how
they interact with their environment. For example, a desert ecosystem includes cacti, birds,
lizards, scorpions and sand. What ecosystems are described in this text?

THE COLLINS WRITING PROGRAM
The Collins Writing Program is
based on three principles :
 Developing students’ thinking and
writing skills with frequent and
meaningful practice
 Giving students a variety of timed
writing experiences to create
engagement
 Using 5 key types of writing

* Can parents help??? Yes!
Especially with Type 1 and 2
writing tasks

Collins Writing Types – 5 types
Type 1: Short brainstorm or lists *
Type 2: Respond correctly *
Type 3: Timed Paragraphs with
Points
Type 4: Drafting and editing skills
Type 5: Publishing a good copy
(assignment)

TYPE 1 WRITING – SHORT BRAINSTORM
Type 1 writing is an informal and timed quick write that helps develop
fluency. It is writing to get ideas on paper, brainstorming, recollecting
ideas or making lists. It’s short and quick which means your child might
be more inclined to do it!
Ideas that can easily be implemented at home :
 Shopping list
 Christmas and birthday wish list
 Ingredient list for favourite recipe
 Holiday ideas
 To do list (added bonus – it reduces anxiety)
 Places you want to visit
 Movies you want to see

TYPE 2 WRITING – RESPOND CORRECTLY
Type 2 writing shows that the writer knows something about a topic.
The focus is on what has been written, the content. It has to be clear and
correct. Often as parents, you will be able to expand on Type 1 writing
Ideas that can easily be implemented at home :
 Christmas and birthday wish list (Type 1)  compare presents in re to cost,
where can you buy them, why do you deserve this present… e.g. Give 2
reasons why I should buy you an electric scooter for Christmas (Type 2)
Example : I believe it would be a great idea to buy me an electric scooter
for Christmas. It will increase my independency and will save my parents
time because they won’t have to do the school drop off and pick up.
Electric scooters are eco-friendly; they don’t pollute the air so my present
will contribute to a better and cleaner environment.

TYPE 2 WRITING – RESPOND CORRECTLY
 Ingredient list for favourite recipe (Type 1)  write out the recipe and
method for cooking a meal (Type 2)
 Holiday ideas (Type 1)  Write reasons why you want to visit, travel
journal, review of hotel, cost analysis of trip, advantages of different modes
of transport (Type 2)
 Movies you want to see (Type 1)  write a review of the movie or a
recommendation to a friend (Type 2)
 Type 2 ideas – personal diary, gratitude journal,
photobook, budget book :
- write about your favourite moment from today
- write about a challenging situation that taught
you something

TYPE 3 AND 4 WRITING – PARAGRAPH
WRITING LEADING TO THE PERFECT STORY
(TYPE 5)
Type 3 and 4 writing moves students from merely producing and
recording ideas to refining the way they present ideas.
Students create a draft, read it out loud and review it to see if the
draft meets the criteria of the task
Teacher focus, harder to achieve this at home without making it ‘boring’
Teacher will focus on at least 3 focus correction areas related to
 Content – relevant details, technical language
 Organisation – beginning and ending, clear sequence of ideas,
transitions…
 Conventions – complete sentences, correct capitalization, punctuation
 Style – sentence variety, balance between long and short sentences,
powerful verbs, figurative language

Collins Refresher

CORNELL NOTE TAKING
The Cornell Note Taking System was developed by
Walter Pauk, an education professor at Cornell
University. The system was invented to benefit
students in the classroom and helps them formulate a
way in which they can understand the lesson while at
the same time being organised

CORNELL NOTE TAKING
Learning Intent
Questions/Key Points
General Notes
Summary

NUMERACY AT BENOWA SHS

COUPLE OF QUESTIONS?
HONESTY
Was this YOU?

Or This?

ACARA – GENERAL CAPABILITIES - NUMERACY
1.Estimating & calculating with whole numbers – egs. costings, money
2.Recognising and using patterns and relationships – egs. identifying
trends, prediction of patterns
3.Using fractions, decimals, percentages, ratios and rates
4.Using spatial reasoning – egs. Interpret maps & diagrams (2D, 3D)
5.Using statistical information
6.Using measurement – (estimate, measure, compare and calculate using
length, area, volume, time, mass)

WHAT IS NUMERACY?
• Initially was seen as the mirror of literacy – an “at-homeness” with
numbers
• Developed over time
• Numeracy is a term used to identify knowledge, skills and practices
related to the use of mathematics in non-mathematical context's
(such as work, home and life).
• Numeracy is not just MATHS!
• Cross curricular responsibility
• Numeracy informs global citizenship

NUMERACY
SIM Strategy
See
Investigate
Model

SIM STRATEGY – HOW TO APPROACH
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS IN ALL SUBJECTS
See

Looking at task (read)
Listening to explicit instructions by teacher.
Student starts to observe the task information and
commence collecting and identifying information
presented.
Make connections with what information is available
and what the task requires them to solve.
When coupled with explicit instruction, the student
begins decoding and comprehending the task

SIM STRATEGY – HOW TO APPROACH
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS IN ALL SUBJECTS
Investigate

Students begin to analyse the information available and start to dig
through the mathematical information like a wolf.
What is the important information and how this relates to solve the
task
This information + their mathematical knowledge  student
considering possible actions/strategies to help solve the task.
Such possible actions could be looking for a pattern, drawing a
diagram, simplifying the problem, making a list, guess and check,
making assumption's, assigning names etc
After these considerations, students can devise a plan that they
believe to be the way to answer the task correctly.

SIM STRATEGY – HOW TO APPROACH
NUMERICAL PROBLEMS IN ALL SUBJECTS
Model

Students rely on their mathematical capacities and knowledge and
carry out their plan. Coming to a conclusion that solves the problem.
Depending on the complexity of the task, students need to draw upon
greater and more complicated mathematical concepts that they have at
their disposal.
After working through their solution and checking its viability where
appropriate, it is just as important that they are able to communicate
the solution to the problem.

LEARNING INTENTION - IDENTIFY HOW TO ADD AND SUBTRACT FRACTION
PROBLEMS UTILISING THE SIM STRATEGY.
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